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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following SturmLiouville problem
& y"+q(x) y=*y,
{ y(0) cos :+ y$(0) sin :=0, (1.1)y(1) cos ;+ y$(1) sin ;=0,
where 0:, ;<?, and q # L1[0, 1]. The classical SturmLiouville theory
(e.g., [8]) describes the nature of the spectrum and the nodes of the eigen-
functions. The above SturmLiouville problem has only real and simple
eigenvalues
*1(q, :, ;)<*2(q, :, ;)< } } } <*n(q, :, ;)< } } }  .
For each n2, the corresponding eigenfunction has n&1 nodal points so
that
0<x1n(q, :, ;)<x
2
n(q, :, ;)< } } } <x
n&1
n (q, :, ;)<1.
All of the nodes are simple.
In the past few years, the inverse nodal problem of the above Sturm
Liouville problem has been investigated by several authors (see [2, 4, 5,
7, 9]). It is different from the standard inverse spectral problem (e.g., [1]).
The inverse nodal problem determines completely the potential and bound-
ary data from its nodes. The known results contain the uniqueness (see
[2, 7, 9]), the reconstructing formula (see [4, 5, 9]), and the numerical
scheme (see [2, 4, 5]). The uniqueness results show that the inverse nodal
problem is overdetermined (see [2, 7, 9]), that is, any dense subset of the
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nodal set determines the potential and boundary data. It is natural to ask
what is behind this overdetermination.
In this paper, an estimate of the difference of the eigenvalues of two
SturmLiouville problems is developed under the certain conditions. Applying
the estimate, the uniqueness of a new inverse nodal problem and its variant
are proved, which a ‘‘dense’’ subset of the nodal set in (0, b) (for any fixed
b # ( 12 , 1]) determines the potential and boundary data. A simplified form
of the new inverse nodal problem is given as follows.
Let
T=[( j, n) | j=1, ..., n&1, n=2, ...].
For b # (0, 1], define
r(n, b, q, :, ;)=max[ j | ( j, n) # T, x jn(q, :, ;) # (0, b)].
It is the superscript of the maximum of the nodal points in (0, b) of the nth
eigenfunction.
A simple version of the main theorem (see Theorem 2.1 for details) is
stated as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose 12<b1 and = # (0, 2b&1]. Assume that there
are two sets of positive integer numbers [nk | k1] and [n k | k1] such
that
nk<nk+1 ,
n k<n k+1 , (1.2)
*[nk : nkn](1&=) n+
3=
2
,
for sufficiently large integer n>0. If
x jnk(q, :, ;)=x
j
n k
(q , : , ; ), (1.3)
for all j ’s between 0 and
min[r(nk , b, q, :, ;), r(n k , b, q , : , ; )],
where
k=1, 2, ...,
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then
\q&|
1
0
q(t) dt, :, ;+=\q &|
1
0
q (t) dt, : , ; + .
It is very surprising that the nodes in a subinterval of the domain
determine the SturmLiouville problem completely. Back to the following
known uniqueness (see [2, 7, 9]) of the inverse nodal problem.
Proposition 1.1. Assume that q, q # L1[0, 1] and 0:, ;, : , ; <?. If
there exists a subset
A/[( j, n) | j=1, ..., n&1, n=2, ...]
so that
cl[x jn (q, :, ;) | ( j, n) # A]=[0, 1], (1.4)
and
x jn(q, :, ;)=x
j
n(q , : , ; ), ( j, n) # A, (1.5)
where cl(B) is the closure of B under the natural topology on [0, 1], then
\q&|
1
0
q(t) dt, :, ;+=\q &|
1
0
q (t) dt, : , ; + .
It is difficult to obtain the exact subscript and superscript of a nodal
point without knowing all of the nodal points in (0, 1). So when only
knowing the partial information of the nodal set, it is not reasonable to
assume such sort of the condition as (1.5), which assumes not only the
same subscript, but also the same superscript on both sides of the equality.
Instead, the condition (1.3) requires only that all of pairs of nodal points
in two SturmLiouville problems are same if they are in the certain subin-
terval and have the certain order. Actually, the result requires much weaker
condition (for details, see (2.4) and (2.5)), which assumes neither the same
superscript nor the same subscript. Although this condition makes the
estimate of the difference of the eigenvalues in two SturmLiouville
problems much harder, it is more reasonable from both mathematical and
physical point view. For this reason, the result is new even if b=1.
It is not necessary to assume (1.3) for all of the nodal points in the inter-
val (0, b). Theorem 1.1 remains valid if under the certain ‘‘dense’’ condition,
e.g., the twin condition and s-dense condition in Definition 2.1 (see
Theorem 2.1 for details). The s-dense condition is stronger than the condi-
tion (2.2). However, if :=: is known, then Theorem 1.1 remains valid
provided the dense condition (2.2) and the twin condition (see Theorem 2.2
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for details). It is open if the condition :=: can be proved by the other
conditions in Theorem 2.2.
For the inverse spectral problem, Hochstadt and Lieberman [3] showed
in 1978 that the potential is uniquely determined by the boundary condi-
tion, the spectrum (necessarily simple), and the potential on [0, 12]. Some
refinements of the Hochstadt and Lieberman’s result are presented by
several authors (see [6] and the references therein). It is worth to point
out that the subinterval [0, 12] cannot be replaced by any subinterval
[0, 12&=], =>0 (see [6]) in their result. Comparing with the other data in
Hochstadt and Lieberman’s result [3], nodal points determine uniquely
the potential as well as its boundary condition of the SturmLiouville
problem. It remains open if the result holds true for b # (0, 12]. Another
open problem is the existence problem which was introduced in [9] for the
inverse nodal problem. Here people can ask the same question as the one
in [9].
Condition (1.2) is motivated by (1.6) in the following Gesztesy and
Simon’s inverse spectral theory, but the statement of (1.6) is independent
of the spectrum.
Proposition 1.2. There is *0 # R such that the potential q a.e. on
[0, 12+
$
2] for some $ # (0, 1), : # [0, ?), and a subset [nk ] of the integer
numbers satisfying
*[*nk : *nk*, k1](1&$)*[*n : *n*, n1]+
$
2
(1.6)
for all sufficiently large **0 , uniquely determine ; # [0, ?) and q a.e. on
[0, 1].
Since only partial data on nodal sets are known, it is difficult to recover
all of the eigenvalues. Thus, results like Proposition 1.2 are crucial to
the uniqueness of the new inverse nodal problem (for more details, see
Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2, and their proof).
The strategy of the proof in this paper is to convert the new inverse
nodal problem into the inverse spectral problem of Gesztesy and Simon’s
based on some estimates on eigenvalues and potentials. It seems to the
author that the result in the present work is the first one which bridges the
inverse nodal problem to the inverse spectral problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, some new nota-
tions and concepts are introduced, and then the key lemmas and the main
theorems are presented. The proof of the estimate is given in the Section 3
and the proof of the uniqueness of the new inverse nodal problem is given
in Section 4. It is worth to point out that the main idea of the proof of the
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uniqueness is quite different from the proof of Proposition 1.1. The proof of
Proposition 1.1 needs only the local analysis of the nodal points, but the
proof of the main result of the present work involves both of the local
analysis of the nodal points and the global analysis of the eigenvalues.
2. PRELIMINARY AND MAIN RESULTS
For 0<b1, and
A/T=[ j, n) | j=1, ..., n&1, n=2, ...],
define
l(n, A, b, q, :, ;)=min[ j | ( j, n) # A, x jn(q, :, ;) # (0, b)],
r(n, A, b, q, :, ;)=max[ j | ( j, n) # A, x jn(q, :, ;) # (0, b)],
where the following notations are applied
min <=1,
max <=0.
Notations l(n, A) and r(n, A) will be used if there is no confusion for the
above two numbers. They are the superscripts of the maximum and the
minimum of the nodal points in (0, b) of the n th eigenfunction with their
indices in A. Denote by
B(A, b, q, :, ;)
=[x jn(q, :, ;) # (0, b) | ( j, n) # A, j=1, ..., n&1, n=2, ...],
B(n, A, b, q, :, ;)
=[x jn(q, :, ;) # (0, b) | ( j, n) # A, j=1, ..., n&1].
Notations B(A) and B(n, A) will be used if there is no confusion for the
about two sets. B(A) is the set of the nodal points in (0, b) with their
indices in A, and B(n, A) is the set of the nodal points in (0, b) of the n th
eigenvalue with their indices in A.
Definition 2.1. Let [nk : k=1, 2, ...] be a subset of the positive integer
set such that
nk<nk+1 .
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B(A), A/T, is called twin in [0, b] about ( p, :, ;) in the Sturm
Liouville problem (1.1) if for any k1, B(nk , A) contains a pair of
adjacent nodal points x jknk(q, :, ;) and x
jk+1
nk
(q, :, ;).
B(A), A/T, is called s-dense in [0, b] if there is a subset of [nk] (also
denote by [nk ]) such that for any x # [0, b] there is x iknk # B(nk , A) with
lim
k  
x iknk=x. (2.1)
B(A), A/T, is called dense in [0, b] if
cl(B(A))=[0, b]. (2.2)
Remark 2.1. The condition s-dense in Definition 2.1 is stronger than
the condition dense (2.2). In the rest of the paper, the notations nk and jk
always have their meaning from Definition 2.1.
The key lemmas of this paper are
Lemma 2.1. Let 0<b1. Assume that B(A) is twin and s-dense in
[0, b] about (q, :, ;). If there are } k and n k such that
x jk+ jnk (q, :, ;)=x
} k+ j
n k
(q , : , ; ),
for all integer j ’s satisfying
jk+ j # A,
l(nk , A, b, q, :, ;) jk+ jr(nk , A, b, q, :, ;),
l(n k , b, q , : , ; ) } k+ jr(n k , b, q , : , ; ),
then, for all but finite many of k ’s,
nk=n k ,
and there is a constant
C3=C3 \:, ;, : , ; , |
1
0
(q (t)&q(t)) dt+
such that
*nk(q, :, ;)=*n k(q , : , ; )&C3 ,
q=q &C3 , a.e. in [0, b].
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Furthermore if
:=: , ;=; ,
then
C3=|
1
0
(q (t)&q(t)) dt. (2.3)
A variant of Lemma 2.1 is
Lemma 2.2. Let 0<b1. Assume that B(A) is twin, dense in [0, b]
about (q, :, ;), and
:=: .
If there are } k and n k such that
x jk+ jnk (q, :, ;)=x
} k+ j
n k
(q , : , ; ),
for all integer j ’s satisfying
jk+ j # A,
l(nk , A, b, q, :, ;) jk+ jr(nk , A, b, q, :, ;),
l(n k , b, q , : , ; ) } k+ jr(n k , b, q , : , ; ),
then, for all but finite many of k ’s,
nk=n k ,
and there is a constant
C3=C3 \:, ;, : , ; , |
1
0
(q (t)&q(t)) dt+
such that
*nk (q, :, ;)=*n k (q , : , ; )&C3 ,
q=q &C3 , a.e. in [0, b].
Furthermore if
:=: , ;=; ,
then
C3=|
1
0
(q (t)&q(t)) dt.
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Theorem 2.1. Let 12<b1 and 0<=<2b&1. Assume that B(A) is twin
and s-dense in [0, b] about (q, :, ;), and
*[nk : nkn](1&=) n+
3=
2
,
for sufficiently large integer n>0. If there are } k and n k such that
x jk+ jnk (q, :, ;)=x
} k+ j
n k
(q , : , ; ), (2.4)
for all integer j ’s satisfying
jk+ j # A,
l(nk , A, b, q, :, ;) jk+ jr(nk , A, b, q, :, ;), (2.5)
l(n k , b, q , : , ; ) } k+ jr(n k , b, q , : , ; ),
then
\q&|
1
0
q(t) dt, :, ;+=\q &|
1
0
q (t) dt, : , ; + .
Theorem 2.2. Let 12<b1 and 0<=<2b&1. Assume that B(A) is twin
and dense in [0, b] about (q, :, ;),
:=: ,
and
*[nk : nkn](1&=) n+
3=
2
,
for sufficiently large integer n>0. If there are } k and n k such that
x jk+ jnk (q, :, ;)=x
} k+ j
n k
(q , : , ; ),
for all integer j ’s satisfying
jk+ j # A,
l(nk , A, b, q, :, ;) jk+ jr(nk , A, b, q, :, ;),
l(n k , b, q , : , ; ) } k+ jr(n k , b, q , : , ; ),
then
\q&|
1
0
q(t) dt, ;+=\q &|
1
0
q (t) dt, ; + .
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Remark 2.2. Similar results remain true if replacing the interval of
(0, b) by a subinterval (a, 1) of [0, 1] under similar conditions.
Remark 2.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, if
A=[( j, n) | 1 jr(nk , b, q, :, ;), n=nk , k=1, 2, ...],
then B(A) is twin and s-dense in [0, b] about (q, :, ;), and all of the
conditions in Theorem 2.1 are satisfied.
3. THE ESTIMATE ON THE DIFFERENCE OF
THE EIGENVALUES
The following two estimates on eigenvalues and nodal points will be
used in the proof of the main estimate. Actually, they are the weaker forms
of the original lemmas (see [8, 9]).
Lemma 3.1. (see [8; 9, Lemma 2]).
*n=
(n?)2+2(cot ;&cot :)+|
1
0
q(t) dt+O \1n+ , :{0, ;{0;
\n&12+
2
?2&2 cot :+|
1
0
q(t) dt+O \1n+ , :{0, ;=0;
\n&12+
2
?2+2 cot ;+|
1
0
q(t) dt+O \1n+ , :=0, ;{0;
(n?)2+|
1
0
q(t) dt+O \1n+ , :=0, ;=0.
Let s2n=*n .
sn=
n?+O \1n+ , :{0, ;{0;
\n&12+ ?+O \
1
n+ , :{0, ;=0;
\n&12+ ?+O \
1
n+ , :=0, ;{0;
n?+O \1n+ , :=0, ;=0.
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Lemma 3.2 [9, Lemma 3.2].
snx jn={\
j&
1
2+ ?+O \
1
n+ ,
j?+O \1n+ ,
:{0;
:=0.
The next lemma shows that the difference of the different levels of the
eigenstates is bounded provided some nodal information.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that B(A) is twin. If for each k1 there is } k such
that
x jknk (q, :, ;)=x
} k
n k
(q , : , ; ),
(3.1)
x jk+1nk (q, :, ;)=x
} k+1
n k
(q , : , ; ),
then
|n k&nk |M, k=1, 2, ..., (3.2)
for some M>0.
Proof. From Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2,
x jk+1nk (q, :, ;)&x
jk
nk
(q, :, ;)=
1
nk
+O \ 1n2k + ,
x } k+1n k (q , : , ; )&x
} k
n k
(q , : , ; )=
1
n k
+O \ 1n 2k + .
From the condition (3.1),
1
nk
+O \ 1n2k+=
1
n k
+O \ 1n 2k+ .
Therefore
lim
k  
n k
nk
=1,
1
nk
&
1
n k
=O \ 1n2k+ .
That is,
nk&n k=O(1). K
From (3.2), for given integer |m|M, define
Km=[k1 : n k&nk=m].
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Lemma 3.4. Let 0<b1. Assume that B(A) is twin and s-dense in
[0, b] about (q, :, ;). If for each k1 there exist } k and n k such that
x jk+ jnk (q, :, ;)=x
} k+ j
n k
(q , : , ; ), (3.3)
for all integer j ’s satisfying
jk+ j # A,
l(nk , A, b, q, :, ;) jk+ jr(nk , A, b, q, :, ;), (3.4)
l(n k , b, q , : , ; ) } k+ jr(n k , b, q , : , ; ),
then except finite many of k,
nk=n k , (3.5)
and
*n k (q , : , ; )&*nk (q, :, ;)
is bounded.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Lemma 3.4 is valid on Km for fixed
|m|M. Without loss of generality, assume that *Km=. From
Lemma 3.1,
*n k (q , : , ; )&*nk (q, :, ;)=(nk+n k+C1 )(m+C2 ) ?
2+C3+O \ 1nk+ ,
where
C1=C1 (:, ;, : , ; ),
C2=C2 (:, ;, : , ; )=
1
2 , {
:{0, ;=0, : {0, ; {0,
:=0, ;{0, : {0, ; {0,
:{0, ;=0, : =0, ; =0,
:=0, ;{0, : =0, ; =0,
(3.6)
&12 , {
:{0, ;{0, : {0, ; =0,
:{0, ;{0, : =0, ; {0,
:=0, ;=0, : {0, ; =0,
:=0, ;=0, : =0, ; {0,
0, otherwise,
C3=C3 \:, ;, : , ; , |
1
0
(q (t)&q(t)) dt+ ,
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and
C3=|
1
0
(q (t)&q(t)) dt, if :=: , ;=; .
It is easy to see that the sequence of
*n k (q , : , ; )&*nk (q, :, ;)
is bounded if and only if
m+C2=0,
which is the cases m=0 and the boundary condition satisfies one of the
conditions
:{0, ;{0, : {0, ; {0;
:{0, ;=0, : {0, ; =0;
:{0, ;{0, : =0, ; =0;
:{0, ;=0, : =0, ; {0;
(3.7)
:=0, ;{0, : {0, ; =0;
:=0, ;=0, : {0, ; {0;
:=0, ;{0, : =0, ; {0;
:=0, ;=0, : =0, ; =0.
On the other hand, from Lemma 1.7 of [8] and Lemma 3.3, one also can
assume one of the following estimates is valid,
,nk (x) , n k (x)
=
cos(snk x) cos(s n k x) sin : sin : +O \ 1nk+ , :{0, : {0;
1
nk?
cos(snk x) sin(s n k x) sin :+O \ 1n2k+ , :{0, : =0;
(3.8)
1
nk?
sin(snk x) cos(s n k x) sin : +O \ 1n2k+ , :=0, : {0;
1
(nk?)2
sin(snk x) sin(s n k x)+O \ 1n3k+ , :=0, : =0;
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where
*nk (q, :, ;)=*nk=s
2
nk
,
*n k (q , : , ; )=* n k=s
2
n k
,
,nk is the nkth eigenfunction of (1.1) satisfying
,nk (0)=sin :,
,$nk (0)=&cos :,
and , n k the n k th eigenfunction of
{
& y"+q (x) y=* y,
y(0) cos : + y$(0) sin : =0,
y(1) cos ; + y$(1) sin ; =0,
satisfying
, n k (0)=sin : ,
, $n k (0)=&cos : .
From the condition s-dense, there are a subset of [nk] (also denote by
[nk]), and 1ik , i$k nk&1 (k=1, 2, ...) such that
lim
k  
x iknk (q, :, ;)=x0 ,
(3.9)
lim
k  
x i $knk (q, :, ;)=x1 ,
where x0 , x1 # (0, b) satisfy
sin m?x0 {sin m?x1 ,
cos m?x0 {cos m?x1 ,
(3.10)
sin \m\12+ ?x0 {sin \m\
1
2+ ?x1 ,
cos \m\12+ ?x0 {cos \m\
1
2+ ?x1 .
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Again from the condition (3.3), (3.4), Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, if k is
large enough, then there are @ k , @ $k (k=1, 2, ...) such that
x iknk(q, :, ;)=x
@ k
nk
(q , : , ; ),
x i $knk (q, :, ;)=x
@ $k
nk
(q , : , ; ),
ik&i $k=@ k&@ $k .
From Eq. (1.1),
(,$nk (x) , n k (x)&,nk (x) , $n k (x))$
=(q(x)&q (x)+* n k&*nk ) ,nk (x) , n k (x).
Integrating the above identity from
x iknk=x
ik
nk
(q, :, ;)
to
x i $knk=x
i $k
nk
(q, :, ;),
an equality is obtained
|
xi $knk
x i knk
_q&q +(nk+n k+C1 )(m+C2 ) ?2+C3+O \ 1nk+& ,nk (t) , n k (t) dt=0.
(3.29)
It is easy to see that all of the sequences of
|
x i $knk
x i knk
_q&q +C3+O \ 1nk+& {
cos(snk t) cos(s n k t)
cos(snk t) sin(s n k t)
sin(snk t) cos(s n k t)
sin(snk t) sin(s n k t)
= dt
are bounded, where the order of the above sequences is based on (3.8).
Combining this with (3.8) and (3.11), one of the sequences of
|
x i $knk
x i knk
(nk+n k )(m+C2 ) ?2 {
cos(snk t) cos(s n k t)
cos(snk t) sin(s n k t)
sin(snkt) cos(s n k t)
sin(snk t) sin(s n k t)
= dt
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is bounded, where the order of the above is based on (3.8). Hence exploit-
ing Lemma 3.1, one of the sequences of
|
x i $knk
x i knk
(nk+n k+C1 )(m+C2 ) ?2
cos(nk& 12) ?t cos(n k?t)
dt
sin(nk& 12) ?t cos(n k?t)
cos(nk& 12) ?t sin(n k?t)
sin(nk& 12) ?t sin(n k?t)
cos(nk?t) cos(n k& 12) ?t
cos(nk?t) sin(n k& 12) ?t
sin(nk?t) cos(n k& 12) ?t
sin(nk?t) sin(n k& 12) ?t
cos(nk?t) cos(n k ?t)
cos(nk& 12) ?t cos(n k&
1
2) ?t
cos(nk?t) sin(n k ?t)
cos(nk& 12) ?t sin(n k&
1
2) ?t
sin(nk& 12) ?t cos(n k&
1
2) ?t
sin(nk?t) cos(n k ?t)
sin(nk& 12) ?t sin(n k&
1
2) ?t
sin(nk?t) sin(n k?t)
(3.12)
is bounded, where the order of the above is based on (3.6) and (3.7). Now
is the time to claim that
m+C2=0.
In the following, the proof of the above claim is only provided for the case
if the first sequence of (3.12) is bounded. The other cases can be handled
similarly. In fact,
|
xi $knk
x i knk
(nk+n k+C1 )(m+C2 ) ?2 cos(nk& 12) ?t cos(n k ?t) dt
= 12 (m+C2 ) ?
2 (nk+n k+C1 ) |
x i $knk
x i knk
cos(nk+n k& 12) ?t dt
+ 12 (m+C2 ) ?
2 (nk+n k+C1 ) |
x i $knk
x i knk
cos(m+ 12) ?t dt.
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From (3.9) and (3.10), the second term has a higher order at infinite if
m+C2 {0,
which is a contradiction. Therefore the lemma has proved. K
Lemma 3.5. Let 0<b1. Assume that B(A) is twin and dense in [0, b]
about (q, :, ;), and
:=: .
If for each k1 there exist } k and n k such that
x jk+ jnk (q, :, ;)=x
} k+ j
n k
(q , : , ; ),
for all integer j ’s satisfying
jk+ j # A,
l(nk , A, b, q, :, ;) jk+ jr(nk , A, b, q, :, ;),
l(n k , b, q , :, ; ) } k+ jr(n k , b, q , :, ; ),
then except finite many of k,
nk=n k ,
and
*n k (q , :, ; )&*nk (q, :, ;)
is bounded.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.4 with some modifica-
tion. Instead of (3.9), from the dense condition, there is a subsequence of
[nk ] (also denote by [nk ]) and there is 1iknk&1 such that
lim
k  
x iknk (q, :, ;)=x0 ,
where x0 # (0, b) satisfies
sin m?x0 {0,
cos m?x0 {1,
sin(m\ 12) ?x0 {0,
cos(m\ 12) ?x0 {1.
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With the same reason as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, there exist 1@ k
n k&1 such that
x iknk (q, :, ;)=x
@ k
n k
(q , : , ; ).
Again from Eq. (1.1),
(,$nk (x) , n k (x)&,nk (x) , $n k (x))$
=(q(x)&q (x)+* n k&*nk ) ,nk (x) , n k (x).
Integrating the above identity from 0 to
x iknk=x
ik
nk
(q, :, ;),
an equality is obtained
|
x iknk
0 _q&q +(nk+n k+C1 )(m+C2 ) ?2+C3+O \
1
nk+& ,nk (t) , n k (t) dt
=sin(: &:)
=0.
The reminder is the same as that of Lemma 3.4. K
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Take a nodal sequence x iknk such that
lim
k  
x iknk=0.
Applying the same idea as for (3.11) and m+C1=0,
sin(: &:)=|
x iknk
0 _q&q +C3+O \
1
nk+& ,nk , n k dt.
Hence
: =:. (3.13)
Again choose a nodal sequence x iknk such that
lim
k  
x iknk=x # [0, b]
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So
|
x iknk
0 _q&q +C3+O \
1
nk+& ,nk , n k dt=0.
From (3.8) and (3.13),
,nk (x) , n k (x)
={
cos(snk t) cos(s n k t) sin
2 :+O \ 1nk + ,
1
(nk?)2
sin(snk x) sin(s n k x)+O \ 1n3k+ ,
:=: {0;
:=: =0.
Let k   in the both cases,
|
x
0
[q&q +C3] dt=0,
since from Lemma 3.4
nk=n k
for sufficiently large k. Therefore
q =q+C3 , a.e. t # [0, b]. (3.14)
Because *nk and * n k are the first eigenvalues, and ,nk (t) and , nk (t) are the
first eigenfunctions of SturmLiouville problems
{& y"+q(x) y=*y, in (x
jk
nk
, x jk+1nk )
y(x jknk)= y(x
jk+1
nk
)=0,
(3.15)
and
{& y"+q (x) y=*y, in (x
} k
n k
, x } k+1n k )
y(x } kn k)= y(x
} k+1
n k
)=0,
(3.16)
respectively. Note
n k=nk ,
x } kn k=x
jk
nk
,
x } k+1n k =x
jk+1
nk
.
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From (3.14), Eq. (3.16) can be written in the form
{& y"+q(x) y=(*&C3 ) y, in (x
jk
nk
, x jk+1nk )
y(x jknk)= y(x
jk+1
nk
)=0,
(3.17)
Comparing (3.15) and (3.17), from the uniqueness of the first eigenvalue,
*nk=* nk&C3 . K
Since the proof of Lemma 2.2 is similar to that of Lemma 2.1, it is
omitted here.
4. THE PROOF OF THE UNIQUENESS
It is now ready to prove the uniqueness of the new inverse nodal
problem.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. From Theorem 2.1, it is sufficient to prove that
;=; , and q (t)=q(t)+C3 , a.e. t # [0, 1], which implies
C3=|
1
0
(q (t)&q(t)) dt
from Theorem 2.1. Define
p(t)=q (t)&C3 , t # [0, 1]. (4.1)
Then from Theorem 2.1,
p(t)=q(t), t # [0, b],
and
*nk ( p, :, ; )=*nk (q, :, ;).
For any **0 , choose
m=min[n : *n*].
Assume that
*nk 0**m*nk 0+1 .
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Hence if *m<*nk 0+1 , then
*[*nk : *nk*, k1]
=*[nk : nkm, k1]
(1&=) m+
3=
2
=(1&=)*[*n : *n*m ]+
3=
2
(1&=)*[*n : *n*]+
=
2
.
If *<*m=*nk 0+1 , then
*[*nk : *nk*, k1]
=*[nk : nkm, k1]&1
(1&=) m&1+
3=
2
=(1&=)*[*n : *n*m ]&1+
3=
2
(1&=)(*[*n : *n*]+1)&1+
3=
2
(1&=)*[*n : *n*]+
=
2
.
If *=*m=*nk 0+1 , then
*[*nk : *nk*, k1]
=*[nk : nkm, k1]
(1&=) m+
3=
2
=(1&=)*[*n : *n*m ]+
3=
2
(1&=)*[*n : *n*]+
=
2
.
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So (1.6) in Proposition 1.2 is valid for $==. Therefore from the
GesztesySimon inverse spectral theory (i.e., Proposition 1.2) and (4.1),
;=; ,
q(t)=q (t)&C3 .
From (2.3) in Theorem 2.1, it is known
C3=|
1
0
(q (t)&q(t)) dt
since :=: and ;=; . Therefore
\q&|
1
0
q(t) dt, :, ;+=\q &|
1
0
q (t) dt, : , ; + . K
Since the proof of Theorem 2.2 is similar to that of Theorem 2.1, it is
omitted here.
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